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The group of collineations fixing the point (co) and the line [io] of an 
affinely represented generalized quadrangle is completely determined. In 
general the full collineation group G(a) is shown not to be acutely transitive, 
and it is not completely determined. An exception is the quadratic case in 
which the full group was known to be the appropriate symplectic group. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The basic construction of generalized quadrangles utilized in this paper 
is developed in [3] from a general construction due to Tits. The subsequent 
results of [3] (for the most part) are not needed here, however, so to achieve 
a certain degree of self-containment we review the details of this construction. 
Let F be the finite field with 2” elements, G the projective geometry 
PG(3,29, and H the plane H = {(x0 , xl , x2 , x3) E G 1 x3 = 01. We say (xi) 
and (yJ are conjugate if and only if xsya + xays + +ya + xayl = 0. Let J&, 
be an ovoid in H containing the points (with nonhomogeneous coordinates) 
I’, = (0, 0, 1,0) and (( 1, c, P, 0) 1 c EF} and having nucleus X,, = (0, 1 , 0,O). 
Here 01 is any permutation of the elements of F such that 
co= - Cl” toa - cs” 
= 
co - Cl co - cq 
cannot hold for distinct values of co , c, , cs EF. 
Then the generalized quadrangle P(N) is defined as follows: the points of 
P(a) are the points of G; the lines of P(a) are those lines of G which contain 
a unique point of QU . The incidence relation of P(a) is defined by: If  x is a 
point of H andL is a line of P(a) not contained in H, then x is incident with L 
* This research was carried out while the author was supported by a Miami Univers- 
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if and only if x is conjugate with each point of L as a line of G; otherwise the 
incidence of P(a) is that of 6. 
The affine representation of P(E) is then given as follows. There are points 
and lines of four types, where the following table also indicates how the atline 




Tsw ARine Ordinary nonhomogeneous 
I (x0 > Xl , x3) - c% , Xl, x2, 1) 
II (x0 , 4 t-f (1, x0, Xl, 0) 
III (%)tf(O,%, LO) 
IV (a) tf (0, l,O, 0) 
Lines 
I [co , Cl , c21 - (1, C? , coa, 0) u ((x, c1 + cgx, cp + cOQ, l)I x E F) 
II [co , %I t-f (0, co , 1, 0) u {(co , c1 , x, I)1 x E Fj 
III l&l t+ (0, 1,0, 0) u ((1, r, coa, O)l x EF) 
IV Cal ++ (0, 1, 0, 0) u HO, X, 1, ON x Fl 
The incidences in terms of the afline coordinates are then easily worked 
out to be as given in the statements 1) through 8) of [3]. In this paper we 
will be concerned with permutations of points (or lines) which preserve 
incidence. Since a permutation of the points (lines) of P(cY) induces a collinea- 
tion if and only if it preserves collinearity (concurrency), it seems more 
reasonable to have at hand a table listing pairs of collinear points (concurrent 
lines). The following table lists all such pairs. 
I f  T is a nonsingular linear transformation of G fixing H, fixing X,, = 
(0, 1, 0, 0), preserving conjugacy, and having Y0 as an image of some point 
in Q, , then T clearly induces an isomorphism T* from P(a) to P(Tol) where 
T carries Q, into .QTa . There are two special examples of T’s which are of 
particular interest. For d, (T E F, d f 0, define T(d, u) by 
It is easy to see that T(d, 0) satisfies the condition just mentioned. Calculating 
the image of Sz, , under T(d, a), we see that it is 9~ where 01’ : 3~ + d.v= + o. 
Furthermore, the induced isomorphism T* from P(LY.) to I?(,‘) carries (~0)~ 
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to (m)iy, and 
of P(,) fixing 
[cola to [co],, . Thus in calculating the group of collineations 
the point (co) and the line [co], we may assume 











(x, Y, ~1) and (x, Y, 4 are 
collinear 
(x1 , y1 ,d and (~2 , YZ , ~1, 
x1 f  x2 , are collinear if and only if 
(-$e$)’ = (c) 
(x, y, 2) is collinear with points 
(z + Y’X, ~‘1, Y’ E F 
(x, y, z) and (x) are collinear 
(x1 , y) and (x2 , y) are collinear 
(x, y) and (co) are collinear 
(x1) and (x2) are collinear 
(x) and (to) are collinear 
ru, “1, w] and [u, v2, w] are 
concurrent 
b1> 01, wJ and [UP, ~2, wd, 
u1 j; u2 , are concurrent if and only 
if 
01 + VP Wl + w2 -=- 
% + Ih UIU + zlza 
[u, o, w] is concurrent with 
[u’, v  + ad], u’ E F 
[u, o, w] and [u] are concurrent 
[u, q] and [u, VJ are concurrent 
[u, v] and [co] are concurrent 
[ur] and [uJ are concurrent 
[u] and [co] are concurrent 
Throughout the remainder of the paper we assume that (3) holds. 
The other example is the T,, defined by 
Since O* = 0, To does satisfy the conditions mentioned above which imply 
that To induces an isomorphism from P(a) to P(a*) for some appropriate (Y*. 
When 01 is a multiplicative map it is easy to check that 
a*= O1 
a--l’ (5) 
Furthermore, the induced isomorphism To* from P(a) to P(,/(, - 1)) has 
the following effect: 
(co), x (co),*; [co]@ 2 [O],*; [Olz 3 [co],* . (6) 
Let x be a point of some generalized quadrangle P(a) and L some line of 
P(a). Then G(x, L) denotes the group of collineations of P(a) fixing x and L. 
Hence (6) has the following consequence: 
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LEMMA 1. If a! is m&iph&ive, then G((Do)~ , [O],) s G((oo)~* ,[a~]+) 
zuhwe cx* = a/(m - 1). 
LEMMA 2. Let oi E F, i = 1,2, 3. Let r = ~(CQ , u2 , ~~3) be the permutation 
of the points of P(a) given by: 
(~,y,~)~(~+~l,Y+~;2,2:+~3) 
(x, Y) 5 (x + yu, + (53 , y) 
(4 --L (x + fJ1) 
(a) --% (Co). 
Then TI induces a collineation of P(a). (This holds without the assumption that 
l* = 1 and 0” = 0). 
Proof. The proof just amounts to checking the cases in Table II to be 
sure that collinearity is preserved. For convenient reference we list the effect 
of z on the lines: 
LEMMA 3. Let k E F, k # 0. Let r = r(k) be the permutation of points of 
P(a) givm by 
(x, y, z) -% (kx, ky, kx) 
(x> Y) --G @xv Y) 
(4 L tw 
(co) --% (=))- 
Then rr induces a collineation of P(m). (Again, the assumption that 0” = 0, 
1” = 1 is not necessary). 
Proof. Here, also, the proof amounts to checking the cases of Table II. 
And w has the following effect on lines: 
[u, v, w-j A [u, kv, kw] 
[u, v] -5 [ku, kv] 
M-5 !&I 
[aI --% [ml- 
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This concludes our preliminary results and brings us to the point of actually 
determining the group G((co), [a]), which is the object of Section 2. Then 
in Section 3 a closer look is taken in case 01 is multiplicative. The full group 
G(a) of collineations is determined only in the case 01 = 2, for which it is 
known that the full group is an appropriate symplectic (or orthogonal) group 
and is acutely transitive, i.e. transitive on incident point-line pairs. 
2. THE GROUP G((co), [co]) 
Let rr be an arbitrary collineation of P(a) fixing (CO) and [oo]. Then as a 
permutation of points (or lines) rr preserves types. Hence as a permutation 
of points rr is determined uniquely by six coordinate functions as follows: 
Since a permutation ?r given in the above form induces a collineation if 
and only if it preserves collinearity, we just check Table II for the conditions 
which guarantee that n preserve collinearity. Clearly us is a permutation of the 
elements of F and nr(x, y, z) = r&x), so ZQ is a permutation independent 
of y  and x. Also, (x1 , y) and (.~a, y) are collinear, so r5 is a permutation 
independent of X. Since (x, y, z) lies on the line [x, y], ZT~ must be a permuta- 
tion for each fixed pair X, y, and 7~2 is independent of a. At this stage n looks 
like: 
Since (x, y, x) is collinear with (z + y’x, y’) for each y’ E F, 
%(Z 4 Y’T Y’) = 9(x, Y? 4 + TdY’) T(4, (9) 
From (9) it is clear that z-s(x, y, z) is independent of y. By Lemma 2 we may 
add an appropriate a, to r1 without affecting rz or ~a so that ~~(0) = 0. 
This may affect r4, but rr5 is unchanged. Putting x = 0 in (9), we have 
%(Z) = 4% Y’) = %(O, 4, (10) 
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i.e. “a is now independent of y. Now normalize ~a via Lemma 2 so that 
?r~(O, 0) = Trh(O) = 0. 
%(2 + y’x) = TJO, x + y’.y> = .iT&, z) + Vs(Y’) q(x)= (11) 
Normalize z via Lemma 3 so that n,(l) = 1. Then we still have ~~(0) = 
~~(0, 0) = ~~(0) = 0. And putting x = i and z = y’ in (11) yields 
%(L Y) = %(Y)- 
Then (11) and (12) say 
na(O, .z + yx) = %(% 4 + ?(L Y) T(4. 
Put x = 0 in (13) to get 
~3(Q, YIX) + %(Q, Ys”) = (~33(L Y1) + “s(L Yd +4* 
Then x = 1 in (14) yields 
7&t YJ + %(Q, YJ = 93(1> Yl> + ?U I Yd 
Using (15) back in (14) we find 
%(Q, y,x) + ~a(Q, YBZC) = (%(Q, YA + 40, YJ) G9. 
Put ya = 0 and y1 = 1 in (16) to get 
Tr,(O, x) = %-3(0, 1) T+(X). 
Then putting y  = 0 in (13) and using (17), we have 
7T3(x, x) = ~3(Q, 1) %(X) + %3(L 0) +4 
Since T~(x, Z) permutes the x for each fixed X, and ra(O, 0) = 0, we know 
~~(0, 1) f  0. Then 
Hence n1 preserves addition and multiplication, implying 
7rr is an automorphism j3 of F. 
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Conversely, let rrr be any automorphism /3 of F, ma( 1,O) = 0 any element of F, 
and na(O, 1) = d any nonzero element of F. Define ?~a , rd , r5 by 
and 
n-&z, x) = dz” + ma, 
QT&) = ~~(0, z) = dxa, 
rs(y) = d, y) = dY 4 u 
(20) 
Then it is easy to check that (9) is satisfied. At this stage all the collinearities 
of Table II are preserved by 7~ except possibly the main one: Ib . Thus r 
given by equations (8) and (20) in d uces a collineation if and only if the 
following holds for all xi , yi , zi E F, i = 1,2, with x1 f xa: 
t 
‘Y1-Y2 01= x1-x2 
x1 - x2 ) ( Xl - x 2 1 
if and only if 
T22(xl,Yl)-T2(x2,Y2) 
(x1 - 44 
But this just says 
(21) 
Normalize n,(x, y) via Lemma 2 (without affecting any other r<i) so that 
r2(0,0) = 0. The next step is the first one for which the assumption 0” = 0 
really simplifies the form of z-. Put yr = y2 , xa = 0 in (21) to get 
7f2(x, y) = 7r2(0, y) + Xb-l. (22) 
Since (22) clearly holds for x = 0, it must hold for all x and y. With x = 1 
in (22) we have 
74 1, y) = r2(0, y) + d+. (23) 
On the other hand, put ya = 0, x1 = 1, xa = 0 in (21) to get 
~~(1, y) = (0 + dy@)a-I. (24) 
From (23) and (24) we have 
n2(0, y) = (CT + dyorB)ar-l + ~6. (25) 
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Hence (22) and (25) imply 
7r&, y) = (u + dyay+ + (1 + xq(T*C (26) 
Putx =O,y =yr-ysin(26)toget 
T2(0, y1 - yJ = (5 + d(y, - y2yy’ + e--l. (27) 
But (21) implies 
Then using (28), (24), and (25), we have 
(u -+ d(y, - ypyl = (u + dyi8)u-’ + (u + dyi8)“-l + ua-lm (29) 
Hence 
7+(0, y1) + z-2(0, ys) ‘2 (u + dYyy + (5 + dr;T1 
E (5 + d(yl + ypy+ + cF1 ‘2 T$(O, y1 + Y”), 
implying 
rrs(O, y) is linear, i.e. ~~(0, y1 + ys) = ns(O? yr) + ms(O, ys). (30) 
Using (25) we restate this as 
(0 + d(Y, + YPY = (5 + dyyy + (0. + dy;~)“’ f  CP (31) 
for ally, ,ys EF. 
Then using (22) and assuming that (30) holds, (21) becomes 
i 
(a + dya8y-l + (la-l 
x8 
+&l~=d($~Q+~forallr,y~F,x~O. (32) 
Thus for each triple (u, d, p) satisfying (31) and (32) there is a collineation 
v  = +(u, d, /3) defined by 
(x, y, x)” = (~8, (u + dyaB)a-l + (1 + xfi)u@, u# + dz@), 
(x, y>” = (dx8, u + dyfl), (33) 
(Lx)” = (XB), 
and 
(00)” = (co). 
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It follows that the collineations +(u, d, /3) form a subgroup Gr of G((co), [CD]) 
in which composition is given by 
;i(u, d, fi) . +(u’, d’, /3’) = +(,’ + d’&‘, d’ds’, p/3’) (34) 
Here the product 7~~ . ~a means rr followed by ma . Since the collineations of 
the types described by Lemma 3 normalize those of the type described by 
Lemma 2, we have proved the following theorem except for the uniqueness 
part. 
THEOREM 1. Let 01 be apermutation of the elements of F = GF(2e) satisfying 
(1) and such that O* = 0, 1” = 1. Then the group G((cD), [CD]) of all collinea- 
tions of the generalized quadrangle P(a) Jixing the point (co) and the line [oz] 
is the group of all collineations of the form 71 = rrl * mz * TV such that r1 E G1 , 
zrz is of the type described in Lemma 3, and z-~ is of the type described in Lemma 2. 
Furthermore, each n in G((oo), [ co I) is uniquely expressed as such a product. 
Proof. It is easy to check that nr . gs * ?~s = rr’ . z-a’ . ~-a’, where rri and 
z-~’ have the types just indicated, implies 7ri = 7ri’, i = 1,2, 3. For reference 
we list the effect of r = +(a, d, /3) on lines. 
[u, v, au]” = [(u + dz@)iy-‘, (u + d@)a-l + am-l, dzue] 
[u, VI” = [d, (u + d@>“-’ + (1 + z.+J~-‘] 
(35) 
[ul” = [(u + dz@)a+j 
[=)lr = [ml 
COROLLARY 1.1. If 01 is a linear permutation of F, then (31) is sati@ed by 
any choice of d, u EF, d # 0, p E Aut(F), and (32) is satisfied if and only if 
(dy*3"-l = xe(d(y/x)*“)“-’ f  or all x, y  EF, x If  0. In particular, if OL is an 
autonwrphism of order e, then +(a, d, p) is a collineation of P(o) for anJ1 choice 
of (I, d, /3. So in that case 1 G((co), [a])1 = 24e(2e - 1)2e. 
3. MULTIPLICATIVE a 
Throughout this section we assume that 01 is a multiplicative map satisfying 
(1). Two examples of special interest are 
(i) 01 is an automorphism of F of order e. 
(ii) ol=y * = y/(7 - l), where y  is of type (i). 
Any multiplicative map commutes with any automorphism /3 of F, and it is 
easy to check that (31) and (32) are satisfied by any choice of d E F, d f  0 
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and /3 E Aut(F) as long as u = 0. The question is whether or not there are 
any triples (o, d, /I) with 0 f 0 which satisfy (31) and (32). 
THEOREM 2. I f  a: is multiplicative, then Gl = (+(a, d, p) 1 CT = 0, d GF, 
d f 0, and p E Aut(F)} except when OL is an automorphism. 
Proof. Suppose (0, d, B) satisfies (31) and (32) for some choice of (T # 0 f 
d, ,8 E Aut(F). Putting y = (od-l)B-‘a-l in (32) and dividing out by (T, we 
conclude that (1 + ~>a = 1 + xW for all X. Since 01 is a multiplicative iso- 
morphism there is some integer i, 1 < i < 2” - 2, with g.c.d. (i, 2” - 1) = 1) 
such that X= = 9, for all x E F. Hence 
so 
g: ( j ) (j = 0 for all E E F. 
This implies that the polynomial Cili (i) zJ h as even coefficients, so (X + y)i= 
xi+yiforallx,y~Fandzc-+xi= x” is in fact an automorphism of F as 
claimed. 
There is an interesting consequence. If 01 is an automorphism, then 01* = 
~/(LY. - 1) can be an automorphism if and only if 01 - 1 is an automorphism. 
But in that case 1 + ym-r = (1 + y)“-l = (1 f y”)( 1 + y)-I for ally f 0, 1. 
This implies y&-l + y = 0, or ynm2 = 1 for all y f 0, 1. Thus 31 - 2 = id, 
and 01 is the automorphism xX = 9. Thus by Lemma 1 and Theorems 1 and 
2 we have the following: 
THEOREM 3. If 01 is either of type (i) OY (ii) above, then 
G((a), [a~]) z G((m), [0]) if and only z# (Y : x + 9. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If CL is either of type (i) or (ii) but diffeeretztfrom 01 : x + x2, 
then P(a) C& P(2). 
This generalizes considerably the examples in Section 4 of [3]. 
We know by Lemma 2 that in general, G((co), [co]) is transitive on points 
of type I, so that the subgroups of G((co), [CD]) fixing two different points of 
type I behave similarly. Thus consider the subgroup G, fixing the point 
(0, 0,O). It is easy to verify that G0 is the product of Gr and the group G, of 
collineations of the type described in Lemma 3. If vi E GX r z-a E G, , then 
an arbitrary line [u, 0, 0] of type I through (0, 0,O) is mapped by 7~~ = ~-a 
to a line of the form [k(o + duWa)l’n, 0, O]. Clearly all lines [u, 0, 0], zc f 0, 
4WW4-3 
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are permuted transitively by G,, , and the line [I, 0, 0] is mapped to [0, 0, 0] 
by an element of G,, if and only if there is a collineation +(u, d, p) E Gr with 
cr = d. By Theorem 2 we have the following result: 
THEOREM 4. If E is multiplicative, the subgroup G, of G((a), [a]) jking 
any point x of type I is transitke on the lines qf type I though x if and only if 01 
is an automorphism. 
THEOREM 5. Let 01 be an automorphtsm of F of order e. Let G, denote the 
group qf all coZlineations.fixing (a) = (03)~ , G = G((ccI), [a]). Then G = G, 
if and only if a is not the map x + x3. 
Proof. I f  (y. : N -+ x8, G, is known to be transitive on the lines passing 
through (CD). So assume 01 is not ?CO = ~a. Then 01* = CX/(CX - 1) is not an 
automorphism and G((a),* , [CO],,) fixes the line [O],+ . Thus via the iso- 
morphism T,,* : P(U) -+ P(cx*) we see that G((co)o, , [0],) fixes [CD], , so is 
contained in G(( CD)~ , [co],J = G. But G is transitive on the lines through 
(co,) different from [cola . So if G,,, contained some collineation moving [CD], , 
it would be transitive on the lines through (co), , implying that G and 
G((oo), , [0],) would be conjugate subgroups of G, . But G((co)= , [O]J 
would have order less than that of G, yielding a contradiction. Thus each 
collineation in G, must fix [CO], . 
We now consider in a little more detail the case when a: = 2 is the auto- 
morphism a: : x -+ x2. In [3] it was shown that P(2) is isomorphic to the 
(dual of the) generalized quadrangle consisting of the points and lines of a 
nondegenerate quadric in PG(4,29. The proof utilized Benson’s work [l] 
and was not constructive. We now exhibit an isomorphism. 
Let Q be the quadric in PG(4,2”) given by 
Q = ((q, , xl , ~2 , ~3 , x4) 1 x02 = x1x2 + x3x,}. 
A map 0 from the points of Q to the lines of P(2) induces a duality if and only 
if collinear points of Q are mapped to concurrent lines of P(2). Points of Q 
are those points of GP(4,2”) for the form ((x1x2 + x~x#/~, x1 , X, , xs , x4), 
and points (xi), (yJ of Q are collinear in Q if and only if 0 = x1y2 + x2y1 + 
xay4 + x4y3 . Hence the points (xi) of Q collinear with the point (0, 0, 0, 0, c) 
of Q are exactly those of the form ((~r~~)i/“, x1 , No , 0, ~~4). Using non- 
homogeneous coordinates for the points of Q, we define B as follows: 
(0, 0, 0, 0, 1)” = [al 
(0, 0, 1, 094” = [ul 
(u1’2, 1, 24, 0, n)” = [u, V] 
((YlY2 + YP, Yl , Y2 2 1, Y4Y = [Yl , Y2 > Y4 + Y1Yel. 
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The incidences which need to be checked are: 
9 ((35~~ + ~4~‘~~ y1 9 32 , L YJ is collinear with (0, 0, 1, 0, U) if and 
only if y1 = u if and only if [yr , ye , y4 + y,y,] is concurrent with [uf. 
ii) ((yrya + y4)li2, y1 , yz , 1, y4) is collinear with (zP, 1, U, 0, 21) if 
and only if ~1 = ya + yiz* if and only if [vi, ya , y4 + yrya] is concurrent 
with [u, v]. 
iii) ((ylya + y*)r/“, y1 , ya , 1, yJ is collinear with ((spa f x#‘~, 
xr , x2 , 1, x4) if and only if 0 = y1x2 + yPyl + .v, + y4 if and only if 
[yr , ya , y4 + yiyJ is concurrent with [xl , s, , x4 + x&j. 
iv) (u:“, 1, ur , 0, vr) and (u’,‘“, 1, ua , 0, va) are collinear if and on1y 
if ur = ua if and only if [+ , vi] and [ua , va] are concurrent. 
vj (O,O, 1,0,x) and ( zP, 1, u, 0, v) are never collinear; [s] and [zl, V] 
are never concurrent. The remaining cases are trivial. 
It is now fairly routine to write out explicitly each element of the full colline- 
ation group of P(2). Th e collineation T,* of Section 1 is in this case an isomor- 
phism of P(2) fixing (co) and interchanging [mj and [O]. For each CT E F define 
T to be the collineation T,,* followed by 75(~, 1, id) E Gi , and let T+ be the 
idktity collineation. Then the group G, of collineations of P(2) fixing (s) 
is given by G, = (n . T, / 7~ E G = G((a), [a]) and D E F u {d)). And 
similarly, since the full collineation group G, is transitive on points, each 
element of G, has a unique representation in the form n . $,; , where 7 E G, 
and for each point x 4/‘z is some fixed collineation mapping (co) to 1. 
On the other hand, the collineations of Q are just the orthogonal mappings 
of PG(4,2”) with respect to Q together with those collineations induced by 
automorphisms of the field. If T is an orthogonal transformation of PG(4,27, 
using the isomorphism 0 given above between Q and the dual of P(2) it is easy 
to compute the effect of the induced collineation T* = ki * T ~ B of P(2). 
For each point z of P(2) different from (co) we give one +z . 
i) Let z = (24). Define T by (x0 . x1 , .xr?, x3, .vJ = (x0, .‘cq, xi, x3, .x4). 
Then (03)~~ = (0), and (0)W = ( ) 24 w ere 7r is a collineation of the type h 
77 = Tr(q ) up , CT& u1 = 21, u, = CT2 = 0. so put zJz = T” . 77. 
ii) Let z = (x, y). Define T by (.~a, x1, x2, xa, x4)’ = (x0, x1, x2> x4,x3). 
Then (03)~” = (0, 0), and (0, O)Fi(0*0,U3).ii(“~1~id) = (oa , c). So put z$~ = 
T” * n(O, 0, x) - q y, 1, k!) 
iii) Let x = (N, y, z). Define T by 
( x0 ) x.1 ) x2 ) “3 ) XJ’ = (x0 , xp ) Xl I .r, ) x2) 
Then (co)r* = (0, 0, 0), and (0, 0, O)lr(u~+~+‘s) = (or , a, , ~a). So z,& = 
T* * Tr(x, y, 2). 
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In each of the above cases T is clearly an orthogonal mapping of PG(4,29. 
Then the image of (co) under T* must in each case be the unique point 
incident with the images under T* of [GO] and [O]. Of course, to complete the 
representation of G(2) we should compute the effect of T* on points in the 
three cases above and then compute the product of two arbitrary elements 
of G(2). Since the corresponding symplectic and orthogonal representations 
of G(2) have been studied in some detail, this does not seem necessary to us 
from a group theoretical point of view. 
However, there is one rather pretty corollary (suggested by R/I. F. Tinsley) 
which should be mentioned. It is clear at this point that the order 1 G(2) 1 of 
G(2) is (1 + s + s2 + s3) I G, [ = (1 + s)(l + se) .@(s - l)“(s + 1)e = 
(1 + sa)(l + s)~(s - l)“s*e, where s = 2”. Since P(2) is isomorphic to the 
configuration P consisting of points of PG(3,2”) and the lines self-conjugate 
with respect to a null system, and there is at most one linear symplectic 
collineation of P taking any one ordered 5-gon of P into some other one 
([2], Sec. 92). there are at most ten linear collineations of P taking any 
5-gon into some other one. An elementary counting argument shows that the 
number of 5-gons in P is esactly (s2 + I)(s + I)“(s - 1)2s”/10. Thus there 
is a unique linear collineation mapping any ordered 5-gon of P into any other. 
The same argument yields this result for the generalized quadrangles 
consisting of the points of PG(3, s) and the lines self-conjugate with respect 
to some null system over any finite field GF(s). 
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